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Acnowledgements in the Passport
The purpose of this „Passport to rapid Chilling“ is to gather 
the main facts for rapid and controlled chilling of fish and food 
products. The passport is a „teaser“ and a guide to  more in-
formation is on the website www.mode.is. There you will find 
more illustrations and text and also links to more information 
and research availible on this important subject.

Acnowledgements:
Our thanks are to Sigurjón Arason at Matís Iceland for contrib-
uting to the passport, discussing and arguing for many years 
about the importance of rapid and controlled chilling and al-
lowing us to use his knowhow in this handbook. 
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What is the difference in chilling energy?

Seawater and ice crystals

Refrigirant outlet

Mode-Slurry Ice consists of small crystals created by scraping 
the inside of a (Mode-)Slurry Ice Generator. Seawater is pumped 
through the center of the generator, while a refrigerant freezes 
the inside wall, creating small crystals that are “swiped” away 
into the center area and then flushed out.

Refrigirant inlet

The size of each ice crystal is 
thousands of times smaller than 
a chunck of flake ice, increasing 
chilling speed dramatically
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Size of ice

Slurry Ice is the fastest chilling ice available

What is Slurry Ice?

A Mode-Slurry Ice Generator
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Slurry Ice has 10 to 40 times more chilling capacity than 
chilled seawater

What is the difference in chilling energy?

Chilled seawater Slurry ice

1 Liter =  1 Kcal 1 Liter =  10-40 Kcal

Example:
1 kilo of fish at 10°C needs roughly 10 kCal to chill to 0°C.
You can use 1/2 liter of 20% slurry ice to reach this or over 10 
liters of chilled seawater.

Slurry Ice vs Chilled Seawater
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Why does Slurry Ice chill faster?

Slurry Ice
n small crystals
n float in a brine solution (seawater)
n high area to energy ration
n rapid release of energy
n medium to High energy per volume (10-50 kcal/litre)
n pumpable

Areas of use:
n rapid chilling,
n intermediet storage,
n storing during processing
n storage after processing

Cold air
n low energy in volume of air
n dries the fish
n causes loss due to drying
    

The fact!
A liter of 40% slurry ice holds 
38 kcal, while a litre of chilled 
seawater holds only 1 kcal:

1 kilo of fish at 10°C needs 
roughly 10 kcal to chill to 
0°C. You can either use 1 litre 
of 10% slurry ice, or over X  
litres of chilled seawater (0°C)
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The energy to area ratio is over 1.000 times more 
for slurry ice than flake

Chilled seawater:
n no crystals to store energy
n low chilling energy (energy/volume)
n low area to energy ratio
n medium release of energy
n constant reload of energy needed
n low utilization of chilling energy
n only 1 kcal/litre of stored energy

Flake ice
n chunks of ice
n low energy to area ratio
n slow release of energy
n high energy per volume (82 kcal/litre)
n not pumpable

Areas of use:
n slow chilling speed
n long term storage

The idea!
-To release energy quickly by melting the ice crystals fast

-Smaller crystals/particles that are not “bound” or“tied” 
together release energy faster

-Ratio between volume, area and stored energy matters
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Rapid chilling with slurry ice ensures 
blood drainaige in the flesh

Blood drainage.

n Contraction squeezes blood out faster
n Rigor is delayed
n Rigor lasts longer
n Possible to fillet pre-rigor
n Less “gapping“
n Effect on fat and breakdown

Contraction presses the blood to the gut area if the fish is 
chilled quickly. This must happen quickly or else the effect 
does not take place.

Does Slurry Ice effect blood drainage in the flesh?
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Delaying the start of and prolonging rigor  
increases quality and extends shelf life

What effect does rapid chilling have on rigor?

15 Days

Shelf life extended
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Breakdown

Rigor finished

Rigor starts

Slow chill

Fast chill

Chilling fish as quickly as possible has a big effect on the quality 
of the flesh, due to the effect rapid chilling has on rigor mortis.

Rapid chilling:
- Delays the start of rigor
- Prolongs the the time rigor is in the flesh

This effects the flesh:
- Breaking and gaping is reduced (the flesh isn´t torn apart due to 
rigor happening quickly)
- Breakdown and bacteria growth doens´t start in the flesh until 
rigor is finished
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Flesh tears and gaps

A short rigor period breaks up the 
flesh and causes gaping.

A lengthened rigor period  
reduces gaping.

Flesh stays in tackt

What effect does rapid chilling have on gaping?
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Slurry ice can be used in some or all  
of the above locations

Tubs and boxes
Goal: chill, ice and store
Temperature: down to –0,7°C

Grading bins
Goal: Chill and ice
Temperature: 0 to 2°C

How and where is slurry ice used on board? Slurry Ice in tubs and boxes

Chilling tanks:
Goal: Chill rapidly after bleeding
Temperature: 0 to 2°C

Hopper:
Goal: maintain temperature or chill 
a few °C
How: Spray over fish
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How and where is slurry ice used on board? Slurry Ice in tubs and boxes

Chilling tanks:
Goal: Chill rapidly after bleeding
Temperature: 0 to 2°C

This method has given great succes on board boats

Tubs and boxes
The fish chills rapidly when the ice 
melts and the seawater drips out, 
cleaning the fish simutaniosly

as seawater is drained from 
bins and boxes the slurry ice 
begins to crystalizes int snow

When fully drained, the 
product and ice has
reached the ideal storage 
temperature of –0,7 °C
Salt content has been  
reduced to less than 1%

-0.7°C

-2°C

3.5%
salt 0,5%

Slush Draining Snow
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Slurry ice can be used in some or all of the above 
locations

Where is Slurry Ice used in aquaculture

Wellboat or bins

Harvesting station

Gutting and
processing

Iceing into tubs with slurry ice

Iceing into boxes with “snow” or dried ice

Chilling rapidly with slurry ice has given the opportunity to 

process cod and salmon pre-rigor, with very good results
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Mode Slurry Ice offers controlled dosaging  
of the ice, temperature, consistency and salinity

How is Slurry Ice used in processing

Controlled spraying:
-temperature of the slurry ice
- salt content
- concentration

Chilling tanks for whole fish or filets

Controlled iceing into tubs or boxes 
Slush or snow
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Adding slurry ice to RSW systems increases the 
initial chilling dramatically 

Why add slurry ice to RSW systems

12°C

-2°C

Time to 0°C

Time

Accumulated 
stored energy 

in the hold
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RSW & Slurry ice

Catch enters hold

RSW

Slurry Ice

Temprature in the hold

Increased chilling with slurry ice added

Slower chilling without slurry ice

}
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Accumulated 
stored energy 

in the hold

Chilling with slurry ice greatly improves 
product quality 

Can slurry ice increase quality in pelagic fishing?.

Slow chill Fast chill

Freezes at - 1,5°C

Freezes at -2,5°C

Slurry ice in pelagic fishing

Crill causes breakdown and ruins the flesh
Not fit for human consumption

The effect on pelagic

n Same effect as on white fish / ground fish
n Chilling rapidly freezes the gut quickly
n Freezing the gut greatly reduces breakdown
n Freezing the gut greatly reduces the effect of crill
n Lengthening period for human consumption

Temperature
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Graph dispalays crill activity in 
gut, relative to temperature

Chilling to under 0 °C 
must happen quickly!
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Using Mode Slurry Ice machines for small boats is 
effective and affordable

How is Mode Slurry Ice used on small boats? How long does it take to make a tub of ice?

Circulate building up slurry

Shoare or seabased  
electricity

Building up 
slurry ice
overnight

Start with ice in bottom

25%-35% ice
concentration 
in the tub

Fill bin with fresh seawater 
before starting production

Fill fish into the tub

The small machines can be used to produce slurry ice over-
night with land based electricity. Enough ice can be made 
overnight for most small boats to use over day. The machines 
can also be run off the electrical generator on board.

The compact 
S-100c and S-50c
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How long does it take to make a tub of ice?
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How much energy is needed to chill my catch? 
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What is the capacity of Mode Slurry Ice Generators 

Liters/hour of slurry (variable thickness)
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What is your timeline?
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Mode Slurry Ice generators added to existing equipment Can older machines be updated

Mode Slurry Ice generators can easily be integrated to  
existing refrigeration systems

Over 50 units have been sold to modernize machines

Mode Slurry Ice generators can be  
added to existing system

Existing flake ice

Existing refrigeration system

Both systems can be used together
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Mode Slurry Ice generators added to existing equipment Can older machines be updated

Mode Slurry Ice generators can easily be integrated to  
existing refrigeration systems

Over 50 units have been sold to modernize machines

Mode Slurry Ice Systems offers generators to upgrade older 
machines.
Upgrades have been supplied for various machines f.eks.York-
Innham, Flo-Ice and Optim-Ice machines.

The main objective is to offer modern generators, giving 
owners of older machines an opportunity to use their current 
investment in compressors, condensors and sometimes control 
units and improve and increase their chilling operation.  

Why buyers choose to upgrade:

n More reliable generators
n Higher ice percentage
n More corrosion resistence because of titanium blended 
stainless steel
n Solve problems in fluctuating seawater temperatures
n Solve  problems with low salt concentration
n PED certified generators
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Generator and machine capacities

We listen to your needs and help you solve them
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n S-1 has one scraper blade per generator

n S-2 has 2 scraper blades per generator

n S-4 has 4 scraper blades per generator and is the largest 
unit produced. All machines larger than this have a multiple of  
S-4 generators.
 
n S-8 has 2 generators of the type S-4

n S-20 machine has 5 generators of the type S-4
 

Generator and machine capacities

We listen to your needs and help you solve them
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Trawlers
Þórunn Sveinsdóttir VE-401 
Iceland
Tobis HG-306, Denmark
Gollenes, Norway
Dala-Rafn VE-508
Helga RE-49
Suðurey VE-12
Enzo USA
Harvester, Scotland
Ocean Harvest, Scotland
Starlight Rays, Scotland
Endeavour, Scotland

Freezer and/or pelagic
Guðmundur VE 29, Iceland
Hrafn GK-111
Gnúpur GK-11
Kleifaberg ÓF-2
Victoria
Enniberg TH-180, Faroe 
Islands

Prawns
Skinney SF-10, Iceland
Fróði ÁR-38, Iceland
Jón á Hofi ÁR-42, Iceland

Upgrading older machines/
competitors
Gollenes Norway (old boat)
Sigurður Ólafsson SF-44, 
Iceland
Steinunn SF-10, Iceland
Kristinn RE-177, Iceland
Brynjólfur VE-3 
Drangavík VE-80 
Oddeyrin EA-210

Fish Farming and land 
based
Ísfélag Vestmannaeyja, 2 
installations
Viking Seafood, Faroe 
Islands

Examples of happy users Where else can Mode Slurry Ice be used
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Examples of happy users Where else can Mode Slurry Ice be used

Kitchens and catering: rapid chilling reduces the loss of 
aroma and ensures fresh taste

Poultry: reduces loss and increases shelf life

Meat processing: rapid chilling reduces loss and bacterial 
growth and increases shelf life

Vegetables: rapid chilling reduces bacteria growth

Energy storage: Use off-peak electricity to produce slurry ice.

Baking: Holds the dough chilled until rising and baking. 

Dairy: Use off-peak electricity to produce slurry ice

Supermarket displays 

Large quantities of Slurpies or Slush Ice for fairs and 
Concerts
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Mode Slurry Ice generators are PED certified
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Enviromental policy

The environment matters to us all. Mode Slurry Ice contributes 
to the environment in two important areas:

n Increasing shelf life of fish (offering products that help 
increase shelf life) (offering products that reduce discarad and 
increase shelf life) for the limited resources in the sea. 

n Using environmentally friendly refrigerants where possible 
to reduce the impact of refrigerants on our environment. 
It is our firm belief that by supplying solutions and machines 
that increase shelf life of fish, the discard of fish can be 
reduced dramatically through the whole value chain, from 
catch to dish.

We have designed slurry ice generators and systems that are 
according to CE-PED requirements for ammonia and CO2 
refrigerants. This means that all generators are designed, 
manufactures and tested according to the toughest require-
ments of the EU. This is a must for land based applications 
and for most Classifications.
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Visit us in Iceland and experience 
Mode Slurry Ice in use

We offer you a guided tour to the Westmann Islands, where 
you will visit the harbour, bustling with activity in a beautiful 
landscape. There are 8 systems in operation using our genera-
tors in the Westmann Islands, both on board boats and in 
lands based processing factories.
 
The deal is this:  You cover your cost to come to Iceland; we 
offer to escort you to the Islands and show you both the ma-
chines and the scenery. Your cost is on you and ours on us!
 
We can also offer you, in cooperation with Matis, the Center 
of Excellence in Chilling in Iceland, both short and long 
lectures on chilling and fish quality, carried out by Professor 
Sigurjón Arason, the leading authority in this field.
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Who are we?

Mode Slurry Ice Systems is a and dynamic company, started 
in 2003, in Reykjavik Iceland. The owner and manager is 
Thorsteinn Ingi Víglundsson MSc Industrial Engineering (Thor).

With over 11 years of experience in the field of Slurry Ice and 
300 units sold, he has quit an extensive background in using 
Slurry Ice. 

The company has specialists in every field and cooperates with 
partners worldwide to ensure the best knowhow in estimating 
your need for correct chilling, design, productions and imple-
mentation of machines and systems.

 Contacts: 

 Thor@mode.is

 www.Mode.is

 Skype:  Thorsteinn.office

 Blog: www.slurry-ice.blogspot.com

 YouTube: SlurryIce
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